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Abstract

A prior peripheral nerve injury in vivo, promotes a rapid elongated mode of sensory neurons neurite regrowth in vitro. This
in vitro model of conditioned axotomy allows analysis of the cellular and molecular mechanisms leading to an improved
neurite re-growth. Our differential interference contrast microscopy and immunocytochemistry results show that
conditioned axotomy, induced by sciatic nerve injury, did not increase somatic size of adult lumbar sensory neurons
from mice dorsal root ganglia sensory neurons but promoted the appearance of larger neurites and growth cones. Using
atomic force microscopy on live neurons, we investigated whether membrane mechanical properties of growth cones of
axotomized neurons were modified following sciatic nerve injury. Our data revealed that neurons having a regenerative
growth were characterized by softer growth cones, compared to control neurons. The increase of the growth cone
membrane elasticity suggests a modification in the ratio and the inner framework of the main structural proteins.
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Introduction

The dorsal root ganglia contain a variety of sensory neurons

that transduce somatic stimuli [1]. Following peripheral nerve

injury, sensory neurons have to adapt to a new environment in

order to successfully promote their axonal elongation. Unsuccess-

ful regeneration leads to post-traumatic neuropathies, such ataxia

and pain-related behaviour, which are often chronic and mostly

resistant to current treatments. Understanding the cellular and

molecular mechanisms leading to improved neurite re-growth is a

major step to propose new therapy for nerve repair. To this end,

numerous studies analysed transcriptional [2–5] and post-tran-

scriptional modifications [6,7] induced by nerve injury at the

somatic and axonal level. Among the cellular mechanisms leading

to improved neurite growth, it has been demonstrated that a prior

in vivo nerve injury enhances both peripheral and central axonal

regeneration following a second injury [8,9]. In vitro, the neurons

conditioned by the first traumatism display a faster, elongated

mode of neurite growth called regenerative growth [10,11]. This

provides a convenient model to decipher post-transcriptional

molecular adaptation involved in regenerative growth [12,13].

Moreover, in addition to analysis of biochemical processes, this

model allows assessing physical modifications of neuronal mem-

brane properties that could also contribute to regenerative neurite

growth. The neuronal growth cone is a highly motile mechan-

osensitive structure at the tip of the axon. It receives multiple

extracellular guidance cues through surface receptors and

transduces this information into directional movements [14,15].

Numerous studies have uncovered the various guidance molecules

and underlying signalling pathways [16,17] as well as the role of F-

actin and microtubule cytoskeleton in growth cone movements

[18]. Elasticity is a determining parameter of membrane

mechanical properties and provides important information toward

the health and function of the cell [19]. There is increasing

evidence that membrane tension influences growth cones dynam-

ics [20]. However, knowledge about the three-dimensional

organization and rheological properties, such as elasticity, of

distinct growth cone regions under live conditions has remained

sparse [21]. To date, no data are available on the effects of

conditioning injury on the nanoscaled morphology and mechan-

ical properties of growth cone membranes of sensory neurons.

Cellular elasticity measurements have been made using

techniques such as micropipette aspiration [22], the biomembrane

force probe [23], optical tweezers [24,25] and magnetic tweezers

[26]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has become nowadays a

common tool for high resolution imaging of biological materials, as

it does not require complicated sample preparation and live cells

can be imaged in physiological conditions. AFM allows the study

of neurite growth cones topography in real time with nanometer

resolution and measuring surface forces and surface properties
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(hydrophobicity, elasticity) at the nanoscale providing spatially–

resolved maps of the nanomechanical characteristics of growth

cones. AFM has been used to measure elasticity of many cellular

types [27,28]. However, very few experiments involved neurons

[29–32] particularly in the living state [33–35]. In the present

manuscript, we investigated, using AFM, the morphology and the

membrane mechanical properties of growth cones of adult sensory

neurons from mice dorsal root ganglia (DRG) following left sciatic

nerve injury. We demonstrate that under regenerative growth,

growth cones are much softer than those from control neurons, as

they have a lower Young’s modulus. Morphological analysis of

growth cones supports that change in growth cone membrane

elasticity correlates with modification in the ratio and structure of

the main structural proteins, actin and bIII-tubulin. These studies

have been completed with the investigation of neurite outgrowth

via differential interference contrast microscopy and immunocy-

tochemistry.

Results

Morphological characterization via optical microscopy
After one day in vitro (1DIV), prior in vivo nerve injury induced

neurite outgrowth among conditioned axotomized sensory neuron

cultures with a clearly different morphology compared with

control neuron cultures. As previously reported [11], most control

neurons displayed an arborizing neurite growth characterized by

numerous branching (Fig. 1A), whereas conditioned axotomized

sensory neurons presented an elongated neurite growth charac-

terized by significantly less branching, longer neurite length and

the appearance of large growth cones (Fig. 1B). To further assess

morphological modifications between control and lesion-condi-

tioned neurons, somatic diameters were measured at 1DIV using

phase contrast microscopy. In control neurons, cell somatic

diameter amounted 30.968.8 mm, n = 179 (ranged from 10 mm

to 60 mm). Somatic diameter of conditioned neurons was

significantly less amounting 28.866.8 mm, n = 179 (p = 0.04, t-

test and ranged from 10 mm to 50 mm) (Fig. 1C). The frequency

distribution histogram evidenced that axotomy mainly induced the

disappearance of the neuronal population having large somatic

diameter (i.e. 50–60 mm). Under both condition, the majority of

neurons had a somatic size comprised between 20 mm and 30 mm

and neurons in this range size were selected for AFM experiments.

Nerve injury also promoted the appearance of larger neurites

and growth cones compared to control neurons, as illustrated in

Fig. 1B. To evidence structural differences between conditioned

and control growth cones, we analysed actin and bIII-tubulin,

known growth cone cytoskeletal components. Actin is expressed in

lamellipodium and filopodium composing the growth tip, while

microtubules are structural support for axon elongation and

substrates for fast axonal transport of organelles into the growth

cone [18]. Therefore, we performed a morphological analysis

using immunocytochemistry to localize actin (anti-actin antibody)

and neuronal microtubule (anti-bIII-tubulin). In agreement with

DIC images shown in Fig. 1B, growth cones of conditioned

neurons are larger with the form of a membrane swelling

composed of both actin and bIII-tubulin (Fig. 2). At the tip of

the growth cone, actin is hardly visible in conditioned neurons

(Fig. 2B) as compared with a clear spreading of actin in control

neurons (Fig. 2A).

Growth cones morphology using AFM
The morphology of live growth cone was further studied using

AFM. Typical AFM images taken in contact mode of a growth

cone from a conditioned sensory neuron are shown in figure 3.

AFM contact mode gives the height image of the growth cone

region (Fig. 3A) and to ensure that contact mode did not affect

growth cone structure, the trace and the retrace images were

scanned (Fig. 3B–D). The structures shown in both images are

very similar, suggesting that the force imaging did not trouble the

cone growth integrity. Although the height profiles of the cross

sections in the retrace image are very consistent with the profiles of

the trace image, we observe the folding of some portions of the

membrane when the scanning direction is from right to left

(Fig. 3C).

Three main domains can be distinguished in the growth cones

[21] amongst which two can be well resolved by AFM: the thicker

part (called C domain) located closest to the cell body containing

mainly stable microtubules and a flat (P) domain at the edge of the

growth cone composed primarily of dense actin meshwork and

bundled F-actin and where highly dynamic microtubules extend to

explore the periphery. In agreement with the presence of two

AFM resolvable domains, our AFM images of growth cones of

control neurones show that the growth cone tip is constituted by a

rather thin flat structure (P domain, range 0–100 nm) surrounding

a main higher structure (C domain, 200–400 nm) (Fig. 4). On both

growth cones ‘‘veil-like’’ structures can be well resolved adjacent to

the leading edge of the growth cone corresponding to the

lamellipodia.

We next recorded growth cones from conditioned axotomized

sensory neurons. We have always imaged the most isolated growth

cone within the neuron branched structure. Figure 5 illustrates

height and deflection images as well as a 3-D reconstruction and

height profiles of an axotomized growth cone. As in control

neurons, both flat (P domain, 100–200 nm) and elevated (C

domain, about 500 nm) structures could be observed at the growth

cone tip (Fig. 5B, D and Fig. 3). We also observe the veiled

lamellipodia and fine extensions at the edge of the growth cone

corresponding to the filopodia of the P domain. Similar well

resolved images have been previously reported for Aplysia (non-

vertebrate sea-slug) growth cones that are 5–10 fold larger than the

ones studied by us [21]. High resolution AFM images on living

chick embryo dorsal root ganglion have been reported [30,33,34].

However, our AFM images constitute the first high resolution

pictures of injury conditioned living vertebrate sensory neuron

growth cones revealing their structural details.

Growth cones nanomechanics measured by AFM
To follow the effects of conditioning injury on the nanomecha-

nical properties of the live growth cone of sensory neurons, we

performed nanoindentation measurements by AFM. These

experiments monitor the elasticity of the cell that is related mainly

to the intrinsic properties of the cell membrane and cystoskeleton

structures such as microtubules, and actin fibers. Forces curves

were measured on the growth cone region to investigate the

membrane elasticity in both elevated (C) and flat (P) domains. For

both types of neurons force-volume images constructed from force

curves collected at each point in a two-dimensional scan were

acquired in relative triggering mode as 64664 or 96696 array

force plots. The number of collected pixels is largely sufficient to

identify the stiffness variability over the growth cone surface, as

well as the topography. A comparison between the AFM force-

volume maps of control and conditioned growth cones is shown

Figure 6 A and C. Under both conditions, Young’s modulus

distributions were best fitted with two Gaussians (Fig. 6B, D),

suggesting the co-existence of two different elasticity populations

that could be correlated to the C-domain (softer Young’s modulus

values) and to the P-domain (harder values). Values of one-

Gaussian fit correlation coefficients (R) were always lower than the

Axotomy Conditioned Sensory Neurons Growth Cones
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corresponding two-Gaussian ones. Our results show a clear

decrease in the Young modulus value of both fit components for

the growth cones of lesion-conditioned neurons compared to the

control ones (Fig. 6F). The average Young’s modulus values of the

growth cone of sensory neurons after peripheral axotomy were

2.960.3 kPa and 13.061.5 kPa, n = 4, for the first and the second

Gaussian fit component, respectively. These values are signifi-

cantly lower than those measured for the control neurons:

16.560.4 kPa and 33.560.8 kPa, n = 5, (p,0.001, t-test) reveal-

ing the softening of the growth cone as a whole after conditioning

injury. Moreover, after axotomy, the Young’s modulus of the P

domain becomes six fold harder than of the C domain, in contrast

to control growth cones where the difference between them is

twofold. The Gaussian distribution with lower Young modulus

values demonstrates that the C domain is softer than the P

domain. Furthermore, Fig. 6C displays the presence of softer

structural features (for example arrow 2), revealing higher elasticity

than the surrounding stiffer areas within the P domain. This is well

illustrated by the corresponding force versus indentation curves in

Fig. 6E. Forces 1 and 2 corresponding to the C domain and the

edge of the P domain indicate softer features than the main area of

P domain (force 3). Thus, forces 1 and 2 belong to the softer

elasticity population and force 3 is located within the second stiffer

distribution. Similar differences have been observed previously

that can be correlated with the underlying cytoskeletal structure

[21]: the P domain, rich in F-actin bundles and actin network, is a

stiffer structure than the C domain containing microtubule fibres.

Surprisingly, in the lesion-conditioned neurons we observed the

presence of softer features also in the P domain, suggesting

outgrowth of dynamic microtubules towards the very-end of the

cone growth.

Finally, we used AFM in tapping mode to map simultaneously

the shape and the compositional variations of the lesion-

conditioned growth cone. Compositional variations are measured

by the phase lag of the vibrating probe with respect to the external

excitation (phase imaging) [36]. Thus, phase lag of the oscillation

enables to explore tip–surface elastic and inelastic interactions.

Indeed, it gives a measure of the energy dissipation involved in the

contact between the tip and the sample, which depends on a

number of factors, including viscoelasticity and adhesion. Fig. 7

shows AFM height (A) and phase images (C) of a lesion-

conditioned growth cone. Phase imaging enables compositional

Figure 1. Differential interference contrast microscopy images of mice dorsal root ganglion (DRG) sensory neurons, revealing a
clear three-dimensional appearance. (A) DIC image of an arborizing control neuron (B) DIC image of an elongated neural cell following
peripheral nerve injury. The boxes depict two growth cone regions suitable for AFM investigations. (Scale bar 20 mm). (C) Size-distribution of cultured
neurons after 24 hours as measured in phase contrast microscopy. The histogram shows no significant difference between the somatic diameters of
normal (white bars) and lesion-conditioned neurons (black bars) between 10–45 mm diameters. Axotomy induced the disappearance of large sized
somatic diameters (45–60 mm).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056286.g001

Axotomy Conditioned Sensory Neurons Growth Cones
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variations to be detected, which are otherwise unnoticeable in the

topography image, and therefore reveals the inner structure of the

growth cone (P and C domains). Considerable differences were

observed in the growth cone in terms of sample properties due to

variations in composition, hardness, adhesion, or viscoelasticity,

also reflected by the height and phase profiles shown in Fig. 7E.

Although the height profile is rather flat, the features depicted in

the phase section evidence the compositional variations within the

P-domain. Nevertheless, there is no clear correlation of height and

phase signals (Fig. 7E.). We did not observed remarkable features

in C-domain phase profiles (not shown). Panel 7B represents the

height of the contact point map recorded during the force-volume

measurement. This image, recorded within 20 minutes after the

height image (panel A), shows several growth cone morphological

changes, in particular the C-domain width and the P-domain

shape. Moreover, a clear elongation of the tip of the cone

(indicated by an arrow) becomes visible, revealing the evolution of

the growth cone with time.

In addition, the image of the calculated Young’s modulus

(Fig. 7D) confirms that the C domain is softer than the P domain,

and that within the P domain there are different regions in terms

of elasticity. The histogram of the associated Young’s modulus, E,

showing two Gaussian distributions is depicted in Fig. 7F.

Discussion

To our knowledge, our study is the first that investigated the

effects of conditioning injury on both morphology and mechanical

properties of live sensory neurons growth cones. We demonstrate

with AFM that the regenerative neurite growth is characterized by

an increase in growth cone elasticity. The reduction in actin

content at the growth cone tip together with the increase in bIII-

tubulin could account for the changes in membrane biophysical

properties.

A prior in vivo peripheral nerve lesion induces an increase in the

neurite length in vitro following a second axotomy due to faster

rates of outgrowth, straighter neurites with reduced branching

frequency [10,12,37]. In previous works two possible mechanisms

were suggested to explain this so-called regenerative mode of

growth: (i) the initially formed side branches are retracted over

time as their structural material is incorporated in the main branch

and lesioned neurons can faster retract side branches than control

neurons (ii) severing neuronal contact with peripheral trophic

factor sources can also reduce branching frequency [37].

Growth cones are composed of two main domains, the C and P

domains. We confirmed that under control conditions, bIII-

tubulin is a major component of the C domain including neurites

and branching, while actin is a marker of the P domain involved in

lamellipodium and filipodium formation responsible for cone

spreading [21,38]. Growth cones of conditioned sensory neurons

display a quite different repartition in skeletal markers with an

increase in bIII-tubulin staining and a strong decrease in actin

spreading structure reflecting smaller extension of lamellipodium

and filipodium.

Using AFM on live sensory neurons, determination of the

heights of distinct growth cone regions on live sensory neurons did

confirm the P domain as the thinnest growth cone region [21]

both in control and conditioned neurons. However, within the P

domain of conditioned growth cones, thin and higher features

were observed. This observation is quite in agreement with

immunocytochemistry results showing a combination of actin

network with thin tubulin prolongation structures at the growth

cone tip of conditioned neurons. Combining fluorescence micros-

copy and AFM information enables investigation of cytoskeleton

involvement in cellular morphology and mechanics. Though

multiple labelling cytoskeleton components (in our case actin and

tubulin) involve fixed cells, and AFM advantageously probes live

cells, the two kinds of data can be compared if the experiments are

done on cells at the same stage (one day in vitro following identical

neuronal isolation procedure). Similar comparative AFM-fluores-

cence microscope study has been recently published on live/fixed

neurons [35].

Furthermore, our force measurements enabled to investigate the

mechanical properties of the neuron growth cones and to probe

the structure of the cytoskeleton components underlying the

cellular membrane. Our results suggest a correlation between

elastic modulus and actin content and organization in distinct

growth cone regions. Indeed, in control growth cones, Young’s

moduli were best fitted with two Gaussian corresponding to the

elevated, softer structure in the central C domain and a thinner,

twice harder structure in the peripheral, P domain. In agreement

with our results, two values in Young moduli have been observed

in Aplysia growth cones and attributed to actin bundles in the P

domain (10–40 kPa), and the softer microtubules in the C domain

(3–7 kPa), respectively [21]. Correlation with the main structural

proteins, actin and bIII-tubulin supports that actin confers a hard

structure while bIII-tubulin is responsible for softer material.

Following nerve injury, we evidenced a decrease in the Young’s

moduli of growth cones of lesion-conditioned neurons compared

to the control ones. This decrease in Young’s moduli evidences an

overall softening of these structures, certainly facilitating hereby a

faster migration of the growth cone ultimately leading to an

increased growth velocity of neurons as observed with time lapse

Figure 2. Immunostaining of bIII-tubulin and actin in growth
cones from control and axotomized sensory neurons. (A)
Confocal images of double immunostaining with anti- bIII-tubulin
(Tub, green) and anti-actin antibodies (Actin, red) in control sensory
neuron at 1DIV. Merged image shows preferential actin localization to
growth cone tip. (B) Confocal images of double immunostaining with
anti- bIII-tubulin and anti-actin antibody in axotomized sensory neuron
at 1DIV. Neurite and growth cone are larger than in control and merged
image shows a slight actin spreading as observed in control in
combination with a very thin tubulin prolongation at the growth cone
tip. (Scale bars 5 mm, 663).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056286.g002

Axotomy Conditioned Sensory Neurons Growth Cones
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videomicroscopy [12]. The measured softening can be the

consequence of modifications in cytoskeleton polymerization and

membrane tension suggested as main drivers in the in vitro neurite

growth [39]. Indeed, the decrease in the Young modulus

corresponding to the C domain could be consistent with the

increase in microtubule content and/or composition. Microtu-

bules are heterogenous polymers in terms of posttranslational

modifications, leading to acetylated or tyrosinated forms. Acety-

lated form of microtubules does not show colocalization with F-

actin and is limited to the central region. The dynamic pool of

microtubule is tyrosinated and splayed into the actin rich region

and responsible for growth cone tip spreading and axon branching

[18]. Immunocytochemistry data evidenced that conditioned

growth cone displayed more co-localization between tubulin and

actin than control growth cones, leading to less spreading of the

tip. Based on these observations, it is tempting to speculate that the

fast elongated mode of neurite growth is actually based on a shift

towards the expression of the acetylated form of microtubules.

A way to elongate, or increase in volume, without adding cell

mass is to decrease cytoplasmic density [40]. A decreased

cytoplasmic density could also account for the measured increase

in membrane elasticity. Consistent with a relationship between

neurite growth and volume, we observed that conditioned neurons

displayed larger neurite width than control neurons. This could be

related to an increased volume necessary for fast elongation.

Interestingly, we reported that nerve injury induced activation of

the volume regulatory co-transporter Na+-K+-2Cl2 that could

account for volume increase in neurites thereby contributing to

growth velocity [12,13]. This size increase is compatible with our

observation that growth cones become much softer than those

from control neurones. This might be a necessary condition to

allow extension of neurite length or an effect of incorporation of

structural material as previously discussed.

Materials and Methods

Animals and surgery
Adult female Swiss mice (6–8 weeks old CERJ, Le Genest St.

Isle, France) were housed in cages with a 12 h light/dark cycle and

fed and water ad libitum. Care and use of the mice conformed to

institutional policies and guidelines. Experimental procedures were

approved by the local ethics committee. All surgery was performed

under isoflurane anaesthesia as previously described [12]. Briefly,

the left sciatic nerve was exposed at the mid-thigh level, sectioned,

and a 2–3 mm fragment of nerve was removed. To optimize the

number of conditioned neurons, mice were kept alive for 4 to 5

days [11] and then killed by CO2 inhalation followed by cervical

dislocation in accordance with European guidelines. Their dorsal

root ganglia were then removed. For control cultures, no surgery

was performed.

Collagen-coated coverslips
For better neuron adhesion during AFM manipulations, plastic

substrates were coated with collagen before neuronal culture.

Figure 3. AFM images in contact mode of a growth cone from conditioned axotomized sensory neuron. (A) Height AFM image of the
growth cone region. The box represents the area scanned in (B) trace image (scanning direction from left to right) and (D) retrace image (scanning
direction from right to left). (C) Height profiles of the cross sections indicated in (D) corresponding to the trace (black lines) and the retrace images
(red lines). For all profiles, both lines show similar structures suggesting that the imaging force did not perturb the growth cone integrity. Black
arrows indicate the folding of the membrane.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056286.g003

Axotomy Conditioned Sensory Neurons Growth Cones
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Figure 4. AFM images in contact mode of control growth cones. (A), (C) Topography of two different growth cones; (B) Corresponding
deflection image of A and (D) Cross sections along the lines indicated in A. Arrows indicate areas with different heights ranging from 100 nm (area 3)
to 350 nm (area 1), and located in the P and C domains, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056286.g004

Figure 5. AFM image in contact mode of a conditioned axotomized growth cone. (A) Topography; (B) 3-D reconstruction; (C)
Corresponding deflection image and (D) Cross sections along the two lines indicated in B, corresponding to the P and C domains. Arrows indicate
several elevated structural features and their corresponding height in the section profile (D).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056286.g005

Axotomy Conditioned Sensory Neurons Growth Cones
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Collagen (Sigma Aldrich) solutions were prepared by diluting

1 mg/ml stock solution in a cold (4uC) phosphate buffer down to a

concentration of 7 mg/ml. The solution’s pH was then regulated to

5.8 and heated at 37uC for 15 minutes. Collagen was then

absorbed on the plastic cover slips for 2 hours, and allowed to dry

slowly in an oven with 95% relative humidity. This slow drying

method provides a net-like patterned structure of collagen [41].

The collagen film was then coated with laminin (10 mg/ml, Sigma

Aldrich) constituting the adhesion/growth factor for sensory

neurons culture.

Cell dissociation and culture
Neuronal cultures were established from either control or

conditioned lumbar L4–L5 dorsal root ganglia, as previously

described [11]. Ganglia were successively treated by two

incubations with collagenase A (1 mg/ml, Roche Diagnostic,

France) for 45 min each (at 37uC) and then with trypsin-EDTA

(0.25%, Sigma, St Quentin Fallavier, France) for 30 min. They

were mechanically dissociated by passing 8–10 times through the

tip of a fire-polished Pasteur pipette in neurobasal (Life

Technologies, Cergy Pontoise, France) medium supplemented

with 10% fetal bovine serum and DNase (50 U/ml, Sigma).

Isolated cells were collected by centrifugation and suspended in

neurobasal culture medium supplemented with 2% B27 (Life

Technologies), 2 mM glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin (20 U/

ml, 0.2 mg/ml). Dissociated neurons were plated on collagen-

laminin coated plastic coverslips and were incubated in an

incubator in a 95% humidified air-5% CO2 atmosphere. Two

hours after plating, the culture medium was carefully removed and

replaced to eliminate dead cells and tissue debris. The cells were

Figure 6. AFM force-volume maps of growth cones indicating the stiffness variation: (A) Elasticity map of a control growth cone and (B)
the associated Young’s modulus E. Histogram was best fitted with two Gaussians giving mean values of 17.960.6 kPa and 34.262.3 kPa. (C) Elasticity
map of the conditioned growth cone showed in fig. 5. (D) Corresponding histogram of the associated Young’s modulus E, showing mean values of
5.560.1 kPa and 10.660.4 kPa is also depicted. Arrows indicate several structural features in terms of elasticity. Corresponding forces vs indentation
curves are represented (E), indicating that the C domain (force 1) and some features at the extremity of the growth cone (force 2) are softer than the P
domain (force 3). Nevertheless, the three forces applied to the growth cone yield to Young’s modulus values much lower (kPa) than the forces
performed on the neuron-free substrate surface (MPa). (F) Both Young’s modulus mean values are significantly smaller in conditioned growth cones
compared with the control growth cones (***, p,0.001, t-tests. Number of experiments in bracket).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056286.g006

Axotomy Conditioned Sensory Neurons Growth Cones
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maintained in culture at 37uC for one day and then used for AFM

experiments. Control and conditioned culture were not performed

on the same day.

Contrast microscopy
For three dimensional live imaging, dissociated neurons were

plated on glass coverslips and imaged via an optical differential

interference contrast, DIC, system mounted on a Nikon TE2000-

E inverted microscope equipped with a 406 objective and a

thermostated sample holder.

For cell size analysis, neuronal cultures were observed with an

inverted Zeiss Axiovert 200M equipped with a CCD camera

(Micromax, Roper Scientific, France) and a motorized platine

driven with Metamorph 7.0 software (Molecular Devices, Down-

ingtown, USA). Phase contrast images of neurons were collected

with a LD A-Plan 206 objective. Counting and measuring was

performed using the ImageJ program.

Fluorescence microscopy
For live cell height measurements, neuronal cultures at 1DIV

were incubated with a fluorescent probe, CMRA (Molecular

probes) at 10 mM for 60 minutes at room temperature. Following

wash-out, culture was maintained at 37uC before 3D fluorescence

measurements with LSM5 confocal microscope (Zeiss).

For immunocytochemistry, neuronal cultures were fixed for

15 min in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, and incubated for

20 min in 10% donkey serum in PBS. They were then incubated

at room temperature for 2 h with the primary antibodies. Cell

cultures were then incubated for 1 h at room temperature with

secondary antibody, and were mounted in Mowiol. The primary

antibodies used were mouse bIII-tubulin (1/500; Sigma) and

rabbit anti-actin (1:50; Sigma). The secondary antibodies used

were conjugated with Alexa Fluor-594 (1:2000) or Alexa Fluor-488

(1:1000; Molecular Probes). Growth cone images were collected

with 636 objective on LSM5 confocal Zeiss microscope.

Figure 7. AFM images in tapping mode of a conditioned growth cone. (A) Height AFM image and (C) phase image recorded within the box
depicted in A. (B) Height of the contact point recorded during the force-volume measurement, for 64664 points. This image, measured within
20 minutes after the height image (A), shows several growth cone morphological changes, in the C-domain width and in the P-domain shape. A clear
elongation of the tip of the cone to the right of the image (see arrow) becomes visible. (D) Young’s Modulus map, showing that the C domain is
softer than the P domain. Nevertheless, within the P domain there are softer features. (E) Height and phase profiles along the lines indicated in A and
B. The features depicted in the phase section indicate changes in the P-domain properties. (F) Histogram of the associated Young’s modulus E
showing two Gaussian distributions with mean values of 0.960.3 kPa and 11.660.7 kPa.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056286.g007
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Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
The AFM experimental system used for both cell imaging and

force mapping was the Asylum MFP-3D head coupled to the

Molecular Force Probe 3D controller (Asylum Research, Santa

Barbara,CA, USA), and mounted on an Olympus inverted

microscope. Triangular silicon nitride cantilevers (MLCT-

AUHW, Veeco) with a nominal spring constant of 10 pN/nm

and half-opening angle of 35u, and Bio-levers (BL-RC150VB,

Olympus) with a nominal spring constant of 30 pN/nm and half-

opening angle of 45u were used. Prior each measurement the

spring constant of cantilevers was determined using the thermal

noise method within the supplied software. After one day in vitro,

neurons were transferred under the MFP3D head of our Asylum

AFM in a bathing solution containing 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl,

2 mM CaCl2, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM glucose

and the pH was adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH. This solution avoided

unwanted adsorption of proteins on the AFM tip and we

previously showed that it allowed recording electrical activity

from control or axotomized neurons for at least 2 hours [42].

AFM measurements were never exceeding 2 hours. AFM

topographic images were obtained in contact or tapping mode

in liquid at an average temperature of 30uC.

Before imaging the state of the neurons was always directly

examined with the inverted microscope on which is standing

the MFP-3D head of our AFM, according to following

previous works [30] where the health of the cells was also

visually observed using the optical scope to monitor major

morphological changes. In particular, this work reported that

without the controlled environment of a heated stage, the

neural cells began to show negative effects after 4 hours.

Neurons were imaged with a pixel resolution of 512 pixels at a

line rate of 0.6 Hz. During scanning both trace and retrace

images were recorded and compared for accuracy. No

considerable difference could be observed between them.

Force curves were recorded with a tip loading speed of

6 mm/s, meaning a piezo-extension rate of 3 Hz to minimize

hydrodynamic and viscoelastic artefacts [43,44]. After testing a

range of loading forces on different regions of the growth

cones, the measurements were performed with a maximum

loading force of about 1 nN, to get the wider fit range of the

curve, and corresponding maximal indentation depth of 200–

350 nm, depending on the local Young’s modulus, as these

loading forces yielded to the best results. Nevertheless, we also

used lower loading forces values (300 pN), in order to check

that forces around 1 nN did not lead to stiffness overestimation

due to a possible strong influence of the substrate. We used

various scan sizes and 64 or 96 points per line. From these

force curves we obtain the elastic deformation as a function of

the loading force applied by the tip. Then, the Young’s

modulus (E) was calculated for each force from the approach-

ing part of the force curves only, as the force curves recorded

for growth cones exhibited a hysteresis that in general

evidences the viscoelastic behavior of the sample [45]. For

each force curve the contact point between the tip and the

growth cone was determined using a home made implemented

Igor code added to the Asylum Research software. The

approaching part of every force curve is composed of two

distinct processes: before tip-sample contact, it can be

Figure 8. Determination of the contact point between probe and cell and dependence of the Young’s modulus on indentation. (A)
Approaching part of the force curve composed of two distinct processes: before tip-sample contact, it behaves as a straight line, after contact point, it
behaves as a polynomial of second order. The contact point is determined where the difference between the recorded data and a theoretical curve is
minimal. Evaluation at each piezo step along the vertical distance resulted in an error function which has a local minimum at the real contact point.
(B) Residuals plot. (C) Error for each piezo step, calculated as a mean squared difference between the recorded data and the fitted double component
curve. (D) Young’s modulus is independent of indentation for indentations higher than 50 nm. Due to the point rate used to record the force curves,
smaller indentations than 50 nm might lead to higher fitting errors resulting from less number of points being fitted.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056286.g008
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described as a straight line, after reaching contact point, it

behaves as a polynomial. Preliminary analysis was performed

to check the order of the polynomial the curve undergoes after

tip-sample contact, which has proved the behavior of second

order. The contact point was determined where the difference

between the recorded data and a theoretical curve is minimal.

The latter was composed of a line and a second order

polynomial, before and after contact point respectively (Fig. 8A,

8B). Evaluation at each piezo step along the vertical distance

resulted in an error function which has a local minimum at the

real contact point. The error for each piezo step was calculated

as a mean squared difference between the recorded data and

the fitted double component curve (Fig. 8C). The correlation

coefficient of theoretical and recorded data at contact point,

was mainly over R2 = 0.99. Smaller values than R2 = 0.95 were

not accepted, and not included in results. Uncertainty of one

step induced less than 1% error to the final Young Modulus

values. For the calculation of Young’s modulus we used a

modified Hertz model [46] based on the work of Sneddon [47]

and further developed for different AFM tip shapes [48–50] to

fit the approaching part of the force curves, from the contact

point to the maximal indentation depth. The indentation of the

cantilever was calculated as a difference between the deflection

obtained on a hard glass surface and those obtained on the

growth cones. The loading force (F) as a function of

indentation (Dz), for a conical tip with half-opening angle a
is described by the equation:

F Dzð Þ~ 2E�

p tan að ÞDz2 ð1Þ

Where E* is the reduced Young’s modulus [51] described by:

1

E�
&

1{m2
m

Em

ð2Þ

Em (referred to as ‘‘E’’ henceforth) is the Young’s modulus and

mm is Poisson’s ratio of the growth cone, which was assumed to

be 0.5 because the cell was considered incompressible [49].

Calculated Young’s moduli proved to be independent of the

indentation depth for indentations higher than 50 nm. In this

work, all force curves have higher indentations than 100 nm,

with maximal indentation depths ranging from 200 to 350 nm

(Fig. 8D).

Thus, the error function used in our algorithm has a local

minimum around contact point and the reduced Elastic Modulus

is practically independent of indentation. Therefore, based on our

estimate, the intrinsic error of reduced E due to uncertainty of

contact point localization is less than 7–10% of the final value. The

differences between reduced modulus values of conditioned and

control growth cone values showed in the manuscript are over

three fold, which is far beyond the error due to contact point

uncertainty (see Fig. 6F).

Statistical analysis
All data are expressed as the mean 6 standard error of the

mean (s.e.m.). Student’s t-test was used for comparison between

groups. A p value ,0.05 was considered as significant.
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